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Hello...
You went into this work because you wanted to help others. 
But the reality is you deal with unpredictable situations, high 
needs people and lots of stress. It's exhausting, isn't it? 

Every time I talk with providers like you, a few common 
themes come up: 
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Frustration over the time many patients seem to take; 
Bewilderment that some clients just don't get it; 

Hesitation to ask about sexual abuse; 

I hear you. 

I’ve been working with survivors for over 12 years and I've been 
the provider saying (and doing!) all the wrong things. But here's 
what I've figured out: 

You started on this path for a reason. I bet it had something to do with making a difference. 
Focusing on trust is the first step to getting back to that feeling again. Let’s get started.

The first step to a work life that once again feels satisfying is to focus on trust.



Likely you know the statistics. You know you’re seeing a lot of survivors. 
And while it seems like it shouldn’t be relevant, the reality is just the opposite. 

 
Because sexual abuse impacts not only a survivor's health but also how they see 

others, people in positions of power (you!) have a unique set of challenges 
when it comes to patient and client care. 

 
Getting to trust makes all the difference in the world. 

 
When there is trust: 
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CLIENTS SHOW UP, ON TIME AND DO THE WORK 
HEALTHY BOUNDARIES ARE MAINTAINED AND NEEDS GET MET 

PRACTITIONERS FEEL RESPECTED AT THEIR JOB & SUCCESSFUL AT WORK 
PATIENTS LISTEN TO ADVICE AND ASK FOR SUPPORT 

PEOPLE GET THE MESSAGE AND WANT TO HEAR MORE 

You have challenges, yes, and happily, one big opportunity: 
to intentionally build trust with your people 

instead of blindly hoping it just happens with each new person you serve. 

Are you ready?

http://outsidethemombox.com/blog/four-abuse-facts-you-might-not-know
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When you make the decision to prioritize 
getting to trust with clients, 

everything changes. 
You can improve outcomes, feel less stress, 

avoid burn-out and more.
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 Choice is the ability to make decisions on our own. Some people start out in the 
world at an economic or social disadvantage. They have fewer choices. Folks who 

are differently abled, non-Native speakers, and people of color are a few examples. 

Sexual abuse survivors are also at a disadvantage. Whether their abuse happened 
as a child or an adult, they, too, have fewer choices. 

LESSON 1 - GET TO TRUST FASTER:  CHOOSE CHOICE

But here’s where you come in. 
The work that you do means that you often have more choices than others. 

Your education and experience opens more doors for you. 

Your clients need more doors opened for them. 

And you can choose to do it. 

Extending choice to patients who have fewer 

options allows them to feel more powerful. 

 Helping someone feel more powerful builds trust 

because it shows that you are willing to use 

your resources - those crucial doors- to help them, 

even though you don't have to.
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You represent an agency or practice in a highly professionalized industry. You and your 
peers need education and experience to be able to do your work. As such, you are seen 
as not only knowledgeable but also powerful. For an abuse survivor, power is control. 

And control is something that the survivor has seen, experienced and been hurt by. 

LESSON 2 - GET TO TRUST FASTER:   OFFER POWER

The abuse survivor needs to feel more power-full. 
One way you can do this is by naming them the expert of their life. 

By empowering someone to see themself as their own expert, 
you make 3 things happen: 

1) shift responsibility onto them for their health, safety and success 

2) offer them the choice to see themselves in a more powerful light 

 

              3) acknowledge that their life is ultimately their own 

Best of all... 

you build trust 

because you affirm their ability 

to make the right decisions for themselves. 5
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They have been told that they were loved or cared for but the love showed up as pain or 
shame. They were given ultimatums and exposed to things that they were told not to 

talk about. Just as bad as the lies were the people who did the lying: 
someone in a position of power that they trusted. 

You're also in a position of power. But you can do something different: tell a truth. 

LESSON 3 - GET TO TRUST FASTER:  

1)  Scope of practice based: Something your clients can count on getting. “You can text me during 
daytime hours and my policy is that I will get back to you within 24 hours." 

 
2) Experienced based: Something you have learned about your work. "One of the things I have 

noticed over the years with new families is ______________________," 
 

3) Fact based: Something true about your work, their health or what they can expect. “Sexual 
abuse can have a long term impact on health and wellness.” 

 
4) Vulnerability based: Sharing something that you have learned about yourself or experienced in 

your own life. “When I first got pregnant, I didn’t feel attached to the baby either.” 
 

Telling a truth reassures the patient that you are someone that they can trust 
because you offered them something specific and relevant to them.  

TELL A TRUTH

Many sexual abuse survivors have been lied to. 
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THERE ARE FOUR TYPES OF TRUTH TELLING:



“Recognizing 

power in another 

does not diminish 

your own.” 
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-Joss Whedon
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When you miss the cues that survivors 
give you, or fail to set the stage with new 
clients, patients or groups, it’s hard to 
gain and maintain trust. 
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And when you have that trust, everything 
changes for the better. Clients are ready to do 
the work, open to your advice and the 
resources you offer. You feel more respected, 
less stressed and more in control of your day. 

So where do you go from here? 

BUT WHEN YOU: 
 

CHOOSE CHOICE 
OFFER POWER 
TELL A TRUTH 

 
...YOU ARE BUILDING TRUST 

WITH FOLKS WHO NEED IT MOST.
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Let's recap...
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Your Next Steps...

linkedin.com/in/emjohnsonma facebook.com/SparkEquity

I spend a lot of time on this kind of work. Talking to sexual abuse survivors, learning 
more about the long-term impact of sexual abuse and training folks like you on 
what I heard and learned. 

Here’s what you can do right now to keep up your great work: 

1) Connect with me on Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook for news, tools and articles. 

2) Join my email newsletter to receive ideas, relevant research and practical ideas. 

I look forward to hearing how things shift for you!

To your good work, 

Elizabeth 

http://eepurl.com/dnvaHj
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The greatest, highest value you can offer 

someone is connection.


